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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I. OVERVIEW

California has charted an ambitious course for building a clean energy economy, with energy efficiency as a key strategy for achieving the state’s goals. The Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs), directed by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), administer the great majority of the state’s energy efficiency and other demand-side incentives and rebate programs serving the residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural sectors. These programs dominate California’s investments in early-stage adoption of energy efficiency, and play a critical role in preparing the market for widespread adoption of clean energy resources.

IOU ratepayer investments in energy efficiency are guided by the CPUC’s Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, which acts as a roadmap for achieving energy efficiency (EE) targets in California through the year 2020 and beyond. In the EE Strategic Plan, the CPUC recognized the critical importance of a well-prepared workforce, and directed that “by 2020, California’s workforce is trained and fully engaged to provide the human capital necessary to achieve California’s economic energy efficiency and demand-side management potential.”

In 2013, the CPUC directed the IOUs to hire an expert consultant to assist them in developing a comprehensive plan to address workforce issues in the IOU EE programs. This followed a period of significant attention to workforce issues by the CPUC, the IOUs, and external stakeholders who are parties to the CPUC proceeding. All agreed that further advice from workforce experts was needed to effectively pursue Strategic Plan goals and follow subsequent CPUC direction to that end. The University of California, Berkeley Donald Vial Center for Employment in the Green Economy (UCB-DVC) was hired as the consultant and produced the Guidance Plan summarized here.

For the CPUC and the IOUs they regulate, addressing workforce issues has two goals. The primary goal is energy savings. Realizing the potential energy savings from California’s substantial ratepayer-funded EE programs requires that participating contractors and workers have the skills they need to ensure that equipment is properly installed, commissioned, and maintained, and that buildings are designed, constructed, and retrofitted consistent with best practice and technical specifications for energy efficiency. Developing an industry comprised of qualified contractors and workers is also key for longer-term market transformation so that...

---

1 For the purposes of this document, the term energy efficiency also includes other IOU demand-side programs such as demand response and distributed generation, except where otherwise noted.
3 Ibid. page 70.
customers can be confident that the EE work they invest in will be executed correctly. The secondary goal for addressing workforce issues is to secure the inclusion of workers from disadvantaged communities in rewarding careers in EE. This goal was included in the Strategic Plan but, as yet, the CPUC has not issued specific direction on inclusion that has quantifiable objectives or suggested strategies. We address both goals in this Guidance Plan.

The IOUs have two roles through which they influence workforce skills development: their investments in EE (over $1 billion per year), which shape the jobs that are created and the skills that are required, and their investments in workforce training and education (about $30 million of the overall $1 billion per year). Because of their market share in EE, the demand for skilled labor is and will continue to be heavily influenced by the IOUs’ incentive and rebate programs. The workforce education and training investments also influence workforce skills development, but on a smaller scale. The WE&T investments comprise only a narrow slice of California’s rich training and education infrastructure for the key design and trades occupations that impact energy use. This broader infrastructure includes the community colleges, the state-certified apprenticeship system, colleges and universities, and other institutions.

California has successfully implemented many important but straightforward EE measures such as screw-in compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs). However, in order to achieve the very ambitious energy conservation targets set forth in the Strategic Plan and other policies, increasingly complex energy conservation measures and programs are needed. Energy efficiency jobs in the near future will require additional knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) to complete this more complex work than were required for past EE success. Developing the EE workforce to meet this challenge will require a two-pronged approach that leverages the IOU roles on both sides of the labor market: the supply side, to ensure an adequate supply of workers qualified to perform the work; and the demand side, to ensure that the trained and skilled workers are in fact utilized in IOU EE programs and the broader EE market. To be effective, training investments should be driven by demand.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Our recommendations are for interventions to influence both the demand for skilled labor and the supply of skilled labor, and they address both the energy savings goal and the inclusion goal. They also include ways to channel ongoing advice and engagement from state workforce agencies and workforce experts. The recommendations are described in the Guidance Plan and are summarized in this document. The three broad recommendations are:

1. The IOUs should incorporate a set of contractor and workforce standards and other interventions into the program requirements for their EE incentive programs. These requirements can help ensure that ratepayer-subsidized EE measures are properly installed, operated, and maintained, and that the energy savings potential from ratepayer subsidies is fully realized. Such requirements also signal the state’s training providers to develop or update curriculum in order to provide workers with necessary skills.

2. The IOUs should redesign their Workforce Education and Training programs to move toward greater alignment with, leveraging of, and influence over California’s main training and education institutions, in order to incorporate EE-specific skills and knowledge in the broader skills set of workers in key occupations. We suggest the IOUs, with input from both energy and workforce experts, identify priority skills and
workforce needs, and then administer a competitive solicitation process to direct funding to organizations with core competencies in workforce training. Workforce preparation for workers from disadvantaged communities should also be funded.

3. The IOUs should create an inclusion program to broaden opportunities for workers from disadvantaged communities to enter rewarding careers related to EE. Complementing the skills-building efforts for disadvantaged workers, this program should leverage the IOUs’ influence over EE jobs to help broaden access for disadvantaged workers and ensure that the jobs generated by ratepayer investment provide living wages and defined pathways for advancement.

II. BACKGROUND

This Guidance Plan follows the first workforce report called for by the CPUC, the 2011 California Workforce Education and Training Needs Assessment for Energy Efficiency, Distributed Generation and Demand Response (Needs Assessment), also authored by the UCB-DVC. This Guidance Plan is designed to transfer the analysis and higher level recommendations from the UCB-DVC Needs Assessment into specific concrete actions that the IOUs can take to address workforce issues in their EE programs. The Needs Assessment provided research on labor demand and current training capacity to identify key gaps and opportunities for training investments and other workforce interventions. It also provided high-level recommendations on changes to both the IOU EE incentive programs and their WE&T programs. The Needs Assessment, with which this Guidance Plan is aligned, recommended the introduction of workforce standards, a reorientation of training programs, and specific programs to address inclusion.\(^4\)

The IOUs began making programmatic changes based on the UCB-DVC Needs Assessment\(^5\) and further direction from the CPUC in the EE budget and policy proceedings. A number of parties to the proceeding were not satisfied with the IOUs’ progress, asserting that the ability of the state to meet its energy efficiency goals could be compromised if remedial action were not taken.\(^6\) In November 2012, the CPUC expressed concern about its

---


own, as well as the IOUs’, lack of core expertise in workforce development, and directed the IOUs to hire an expert consultant to help design a comprehensive approach and action plan to the myriad workforce issues inherent in the EE program portfolios. The UCB-DVC was once again selected as the expert consultant in a competitive solicitation process. This Guidance Plan is the product based on the team’s approved scope of work and provides pragmatic and prescriptive recommendations, most of which can be implemented without further CPUC direction.

III. ENSURING HIGH-QUALITY WORK IN IOU ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND DEMAND-SIDE PROGRAMS

The IOUs’ role in achieving the state’s energy efficiency goals is to prime the market by subsidizing the cost of energy efficient equipment and retrofits and providing other forms of assistance to lower energy demand. Over time, measures supported by IOU voluntary incentives are codified as mandates in the state’s building and appliances codes and standards or otherwise adopted by the market.

Given the IOUs’ role in priming the market, it is critical that the measures and equipment they subsidize produce the intended results. While many factors influence end results, the quality of the work performed by contractors participating in the IOU EE programs is a more important variable than has been recognized, both for meeting short-term savings targets and long-term energy efficiency goals. Persistent quality problems in Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (and Refrigeration) (HVAC) and other key building systems point to a need for greater efforts to ensure quality. Despite the common use of upfront workforce standards in other industries like health care, there is a notable lack of substantive qualifications required of contractors and workers who participate in most IOU programs. Reliance on upfront standards for participating contractors and workers can be particularly effective at promoting work quality because they attract high-performing contractors and screen out (or improve the quality of work of) lower performing contractors.

In the EE policy and budget proceedings for 2013-2014, stakeholders representing workers, contractors, low-income communities, and environmental interests advocated for the adoption of such standards. The CPUC

---

9 Ibid.
10 UCB-DVC was also the author of the California Workforce Education and Training Needs Assessment for Energy Efficiency, Distributed Generation, and Demand Response, one of the foundational documents for this contract. After the Needs Assessment was completed, UCB-DVC provided technical assistance and expert advice to a number of WE&T stakeholders during the policy and budget proceedings for the IOUs’ 2013-2014 energy efficiency programs. This included the IOUs, Energy Division, CWIB, Greenlining, Green for All, NRDC, the Emerald Cities Collaborative, and others. During this time, UCB-DVC was a paid consultant to the California Construction Industry Labor-Management Cooperation Trust, providing technical assistance and research relating to WE&T issues in the EE proceedings at the CPUC. In 2012, UCB-DVC was also a paid consultant to the California Division of Apprenticeship Standards and provided technical assistance for its efforts to develop a collaboration with the IOUs for reviewing and upgrading the EE skills in the state’s apprenticeship programs.
11 The terms “quality of work” and “work quality” are intended to summarize proper installation, commissioning and maintenance of equipment; design, construction, and retrofits consistent with best practices and technical specifications; and safe, effective, and reliable workmanship.
ordered the IOUs to consider adopting standards in lighting and HVAC programs, but reported that it could not order the IOUs to require standards because there was not enough evidence on their costs and benefits.\(^13\)

In order to help the CPUC and IOUs assess the value of standards and other workforce interventions and to take action in this arena, the research for Chapter 2 of this report addresses the following questions:

1. Is there evidence that work quality is a problem, what is the scale of the problem, and where is it prevalent?
2. How is work quality addressed in the current planning, approval, implementation, and evaluation processes for EE incentive programs, and does this sufficiently promote the correct installation, commissioning, and maintenance of EE measures?
3. What types of workforce standards and other workforce interventions have been used in other labor markets, and what is the evidence on their costs and benefits?
4. What types of standards or other workforce interventions could most effectively promote work quality in the IOU EE programs, and how should specific workforce requirements be determined for programs?

**RESEARCH SUMMARY: EVIDENCE AND RATIONALE FOR DEMAND-SIDE RECOMMENDATIONS**\(^14\)

- A substantial body of research exists that documents work quality problems in HVAC, advanced lighting controls, whole-house measures, weatherization, and new construction.\(^15\)
- A substantial body of research exists that documents persistently large gaps between reported and evaluated savings in IOU EE programs.
- Data to quantify the impact of poor quality work on the persistently large gaps between reported and evaluated savings is not collected, but given the body of evidence on quality problems and the ambitious state targets for reduction in energy demand, greater attention to quality is warranted.
- The current planning, approval, implementation, and evaluation process for resource programs neither rewards nor penalizes the IOUs based on the extent to which the measures they incentivize are installed, commissioned, or maintained properly.
  - The predicted and reported savings for many EE measures assume that equipment is installed to manufacturers’ specifications.
  - IOU quality assurance practices are generally focused on fraud avoidance—assessing whether or not the measure has been installed at all, rather than whether it was installed properly and is functional.
  - Evaluations do not provide a timely or specific way to adjust IOUs’ savings claims from a shortfall in savings caused by work quality problems.


\(^{14}\)See WE&T Guidance Plan Chapter 2, Sections II and IV for discussion of evidence and rationale.

\(^{15}\)See Appendix 2B of the WE&T Guidance Plan.
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- The process does not encourage the IOUs to improve the quality of installation, commissioning, and maintenance because there is currently no way to attribute improved results to specific interventions.

- Ensuring that contractors who install ratepayer-subsidized measures perform their work properly is often the responsibility of the customer, who does not have the tools or expertise to observe or evaluate work quality.

- IOU incentives that are based on “pay-for-performance” help ensure quality, but exclusive reliance on this type of market signal is inadequate because performance (i.e., energy savings) is difficult and costly to measure. Pay-for-performance programs, without upfront workforce standards, can hinder adoption of complex technologies with known installation challenges, such as advanced lighting controls.

- Workforce standards—such as licenses, skills certifications, and contractor requirements—are common practice in high-quality segments of the construction market and in many other sectors (health care, education, personal care, etc.).

- Contractors whose workforce is highly skilled and who compete in high-quality markets report that their ability to participate in IOU programs is undermined by the lack of standards.

- A review of research methodologies shows that the most rigorous labor economics studies measure the costs and benefits of standards after they are instituted, for comparison with a control group. We were unable to find or design a methodology to assess the impact of standards before they are adopted, making it impractical to provide evidence on specific costs and benefits of workforce standards in IOU EE resource programs prior to their adoption.

- A substantial body of research that uses statistical comparisons of projects with and without standards shows that stringent standards including prevailing wages, responsible contractor policies, and apprenticeship requirements do not lead to higher costs.

- Although there is only a modest body of research, several studies document the benefits of skills certifications and other standards on quality of installation of EE measures and customers’ willingness to invest in EE.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INCORPORATING WORKFORCE STANDARDS INTO IOU EE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

The evidence on the extent of work quality problems, the lack of incentives facing the IOUs to ensure work quality, and the well-documented cost-effectiveness of standards in the construction sector all support our recommendation to introduce, without further delay, workforce standards in IOU EE resource programs. The incorporation of standards will allow for an empirical, fact-based cost-benefit analysis comparing program outcomes after the introduction of standards with those from before.

Below we present our recommendations for incorporating workforce standards into program requirements. There are many types and levels of standards. In determining our recommendations we focused on key areas where significant energy savings can be achieved. We also recommend that the IOUs require specific skills certifications where there is expert consensus and present alternative approaches where they do not exist or there is lack of consensus. Our recommendations allow the IOUs to adopt U.S. Department of Energy or
California skills guidelines when/if they become available, and ensure that there is both a union and a non-union path to participation. We expect iterations on these specific workforce standards and associated thresholds after they are introduced in the field.

**Recommendations: Labor Demand Strategies for Energy Savings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Recommendations</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Adopt a responsible contractor policy for use across all resource programs where contractors work directly with the IOU or where a customer receives an incentive for equipment or service.</strong></td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Require and verify that all firms (and subcontractors) working on ratepayer-subsidized projects meet pre-established, clearly defined minimum standards relating to contractor responsibility, including: all applicable licenses, bonding and insurance (including workers’ compensation), wage and labor law compliance, no OSHA violations, and permitting that includes passing code inspections.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pre-qualify all firms (and their subcontractors) meeting any of the following conditions: (1) have contract(s) with the IOU greater than $1,000,000; (2) implement individual projects with total costs greater than $100,000; or (3) participate in programs for which contractor pre-approval is required (e.g., HVAC QI/QM, EUC). In addition to the baseline requirements (A.1), pre-qualify firms based on:</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>History of performance requirement:</strong> (a) documented history of full compliance with state, health, safety, and work standards; and (b) references from five different clients for five similar past projects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Skilled workforce requirement:</strong> 60 percent of jobsite workforce is comprised of journey persons or apprentices from a registered apprenticeship program in California, or other proof of skilled workforce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>OSHA requirement:</strong> 60 percent of jobsite workers are OSHA 10-hour General Industry Safety and Health Certified and at least one jobsite worker is OSHA 30-hour General Industry Safety and Health Certified.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Adopt specific skills certification requirements in conjunction with quality assessment activities (see Exhibit 2.2 Decision Tree) for contractors and technicians working on ratepayer-subsidized EE projects.</strong></td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Advanced lighting controls systems:</strong> Require California Advanced Lighting Controls Training Program (CALCTP) firm certification for contractors on all projects.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Energy Upgrade California Whole House:</strong> Require BPI firm accreditation for all Advanced Path Whole House projects.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>HVAC Quality Installation and Quality Maintenance:</strong> Require graduation from a state-certified apprenticeship program, a 2-year degree in HVAC, or proof of comparable training and experience for jobsite HVAC technicians.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Utilize US Department of Energy or the state of California skills standard and certification guidance, when/if available, to determine future skills standards and certifications for EE programs.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Implement changes in the resource program design, planning, implementation, and evaluation process to create stronger incentives for the IOUs to promote work quality.</strong></td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Document the competencies of contractors and workers in field tests for new EE measures.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In work papers, document contractor and worker competencies needed to meet savings assumptions used to estimate ex ante savings.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. In Program Implementation Plans (PIPs), describe contractor and worker competencies required for successful program implementation, and provide an explanation of how program design will ensure that participating contractors and workers meet competency requirements.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Improve quality assessment processes. Assign highly skilled technicians or certified inspectors to inspect EE measures to see if they meet technical specifications (see Exhibit 2.2 Decision Tree).</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Track the results of inspections by both contractor and measure.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. USING IOU WORKFORCE EDUCATION AND TRAINING RESOURCES TO BUILD THE SKILLED WORKFORCE NEEDED FOR EE GOALS

This section provides recommendations on how the IOUs can most effectively invest their WE&T resources, currently funded at about $30 million per year, to ensure that workers in EE-related occupations have the skills they need to perform their work effectively. The IOUs have two primary WE&T programs: the Centergies program and the Connections program. Centergies includes short open access, stand-alone classes, demonstrations, and other activities for people interested in learning about energy efficiency at the eight energy training centers across the state. Connections funds organizations that provide energy and environmental educational support for k-16 public schools. Both programs have historically focused on consumer and end-user education: Centergies through offerings designed to encourage end-users to invest in energy efficiency, and help builders and contractors persuade their clients to make energy efficient investment decisions; and Connections through a focus on school programs as a way to build broad public and consumer awareness about energy conservation for the future. We describe both approaches as “market-building activities,” and distinguish them from “skills-building activities” that focus on career technical competency-based training for the current and future workforce.

The California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan set out two overarching goals for the IOUs’ WE&T programs: 1) to advance the state’s energy efficiency and demand-side goals by ensuring the training and engagement of workers with the proper skills to carry out the work; and 2) to assist workers from disadvantaged communities in gaining skills leading to employment and/or advancement in rewarding career track jobs in EE fields.16

Recognizing that market-building education is an essential function and core strength of the IOU WE&T programs, we recommend the IOUs restructure their WE&T portfolio to differentiate between their market-building program and a skills-building program. The Centergies in-house activities and the Connections school partnerships serve the market-building goals well and should continue.

The Guidance Plan also recommends a stronger emphasis on and redesign of programs dedicated to EE skills-building—i.e., to incorporate EE skills into the broader skills set of the professional and trades workers in occupations that most impact energy use. To achieve the goals identified in the Strategic Plan, the IOUs need to align with, leverage, and influence the rest of California’s rich workforce training and education infrastructure. In addition, they need to more systematically engage employers to ensure that trained workers use their newly acquired skills on the job. The skills-building program should be restructured in a way that best utilizes the IOUs’ core strength—energy efficiency expertise—while leveraging California’s other training and education resources to shape the future EE workforce. Among the options we considered, the skills-building program would be best carried out via IOU-administered competitive solicitations, whereby organizations with core expertise in workforce development can apply for ratepayer WE&T funds.

The competitive solicitations should support curriculum development, instructor training, and other strategic investments that drive the incorporation of energy efficiency knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) into the skills

---

sets of the current and future EE workforce. This approach should incorporate best practices for workforce development, including increasing participation by the core post-secondary training institutions and obtaining ongoing input from state workforce development experts. Funded programs should be targeted to the main occupations that impact energy use, particularly the professional building and construction occupations such as engineers and architects (about one sixth of the EE workforce) and the skilled construction trades such as electricians, carpenters, sheet metal workers, plumbers, and others (about two-thirds of the EE workforce).\(^{17}\) Programs should specifically address each of the critical phases of training, including: skills upgrading for incumbent workers, incorporation of EE KSAs during workers’ core post-secondary training, and basic workforce preparation for disadvantaged workers to create pathways into employment and/or further training.\(^{18}\)

The following are recommendations for maximizing the impact of IOU WE&T resources:

**Recommendations: Labor Supply Strategies for Energy Savings and Workforce Inclusion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Recommendations</th>
<th>Specific Recommendations</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **A. Create a dedicated skills-building portfolio targeting both energy savings and workforce inclusion goals.** | a. Administer RFP #1 to fund projects addressing EE skills-building. Projects to be funded include:  
  i. Sector strategies targeted at incumbent workers, built on regional partnerships and engagement of multiple employers. Allowable activities include curriculum and certification development, instructor training, and piloting of training for incumbent workers.  
  ii. Collaborations with core education and training institutions (high schools, community colleges, state-certified apprenticeships, 4-year colleges and universities). Allowable activities include curriculum and certification development, instructor training, and piloting of new courses. | Energy |
| 1. Implement the skills-building portfolio via two RFPs: one for the goal of energy savings and one for the goal of inclusion. The RFPs should be based on a sector strategy and career pathways framework, and partnerships with core training and education institutions. | b. Administer RFP #2 to fund training programs that connect disadvantaged workers to jobs and career pathways in EE. Projects to be funded include:  
  i. Inclusion sector strategies that leverage Workforce Investment Board (WIB) and other resources.  
  ii. 9-12 educational partnerships with a career-technical and career development focus. | Inclusion |
| 2. Adopt a priority setting process based on needs and opportunities to impact energy savings and inclusion goals. | a. For energy savings, the process should identify priority occupations, skills gaps, skills standards and certifications, and intervention strategies, and prioritize interventions by energy savings potential and scale of impact. | Energy |
| | b. For workforce inclusion, the process should identify the demand for entry-level EE workers, career advancement paths, and regional need, and prioritize programs with strong job placement track records. | Inclusion |

\(^{18}\) See WE&T Guidance Plan Chapter 3, Exhibit 3.2.
### General Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Recommendations</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| a. The role of the Peer Review Group (PRG) should be to:  
  - Participate in the design of the RFPs for the skills-building portfolio by identifying guiding principles and criteria for project selection;  
  - Provide input on appropriate metrics of success;  
  - Participate in review committee to select winning proposals;  
  - Advise the IOUs on the selection of staff or consultants to administer the RFPs;  
  - Provide ongoing input and feedback as needed throughout program implementation; and  
  - Offer feedback on program effectiveness upon completion. | Energy and Inclusion |
| b. Staff and/or consultants should have appropriate expertise, experience and relationships to administer the RFPs. Their role should be to:  
  - Draft RFPs based on the PRG’s guidance and priority-setting;  
  - Propose specific skills-building priorities for review by the PRG;  
  - Oversee the administration and review of the RFPs; and  
  - Support implementation, including helping to convene regional training partnerships, identifying opportunities to leverage other efforts, providing technical assistance, and carrying out field reviews. | Energy and Inclusion |
| Program #1: Issue an RFP for projects to enhance EE content in the core curricula for accredited degree programs for architects and engineers. | Energy |
| Program #2: Carry out a program to enhance and verify EE skills for the key trades in the state-certified apprenticeship system, via a partnership with the Community College Chancellor’s Office of Apprenticeship and the California Division of Apprenticeship Standards. | Energy |
| Program #3: Issue an RFP for projects to support inclusion via pre-apprenticeship bridge programs to prepare entry-level EE workers or job-seekers for opportunities in higher skilled and higher wage employment in MUSH (municipalities, universities, schools, and hospitals) sector EE work, other skilled construction jobs, and/or further training. Model the RFP after the CWIB’s Prop. 39 RFP. | Inclusion |

### Specific Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Recommendations</th>
<th>Specific Recommendations</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Create a dedicated skills-building portfolio targeting both energy savings and workforce inclusion goals.</td>
<td>3. Engage a Peer Review Group of key workforce stakeholders and experts to advise the IOUs on the development of the skills-building portfolio</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Modify WE&amp;T program for market building.</td>
<td>1. Modify Centergies market-building class design and delivery.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Develop market-building offerings in coordination with ME&amp;O, skills-building portfolios, and resource programs.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Target classes to specific market-building audiences.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Lower ratepayer costs by charging fees for classes where feasible, recording and broadcasting classes via an IOU joint WE&amp;T website, and lowering administrative expenditures.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. INCLUSION OF WORKERS FROM DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES

The primary goal of the IOUs’ EE programs is to conserve energy, but they also serve as a significant source of job generation in the state. California’s substantial investments in EE offer a promising opportunity to build middle class career pathways for low-income people and jobseekers with barriers to employment (“disadvantaged workers”). The California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan included a goal to “ensure that minority, low-income and disadvantaged communities fully participate in training and education programs at all levels of the demand-side management (DSM) and energy efficiency industry.” The CPUC has also acknowledged that training programs for disadvantaged workers are, on their own, not enough to achieve this goal, and recognized the importance of efforts to broaden access to jobs in the EE sector.

Interventions on the demand side of the labor market are critical to providing the job opportunities needed for graduates of training programs targeted to disadvantaged workers. Labor demand interventions for workforce inclusion include two interrelated strategies: 1) expanding entry into career track jobs for people from disadvantaged backgrounds, and 2) ensuring that entry-level jobs pay a living wage and offer defined pathways for advancement into higher skilled, higher wage jobs. Without these strategies to broaden access to good jobs, the workforce preparation programs for disadvantaged workers are unlikely to be successful.

In the public works sector, there are numerous targeted hire programs with strong track records of placing and supporting disadvantaged workers in apprenticeship programs and jobs in the skilled construction trades. Given the predominance of skilled construction trades jobs generated by ratepayer funds, these programs can be a model for the IOUs’ EE programs. While a robust replication of these successful programs would require a significant redesign of the IOU non-residential EE programs, the Regional Energy Networks (RENS) are in a good position to advance this model, since they are already coalitions of local governments with an interest in job benefits of their programs. For the IOUs, we recommend a set of strong first steps for an IOU “workforce inclusion program.”

The goal is to create a workforce diversity program that broadens access to living wage jobs and career pathways for a diverse EE workforce, with the following program elements:

21 The estimated one-sixth of jobs created by the IOUs’ EE/DSM programs in professional and managerial occupations also provide rewarding middle class careers, but these are often harder to reach for disadvantaged Californians and require significant investment in creating pathways at the high school and community college level that can provide the building blocks to entry and success in four-year degree programs and eventually professional careers.
RECOMMENDATIONS: LABOR DEMAND STRATEGIES FOR WORKFORCE INCLUSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Recommendations</th>
<th>Specific Recommendations</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Create a workforce inclusion program to broaden access to living wage jobs and career pathways in EE for workers from disadvantaged communities.</td>
<td>1. Add “workforce inclusion” as a factor in ranking proposals by third-party contractors in all EE solicitations.</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Adopt “first source” language in all EE contracts to create a formal link between training for disadvantaged workers and job opportunities through EE programs.</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Establish prevailing wages and targeted hire goals for all contractors and subcontractors that have a direct contracting relationship with the IOU or are pre-selected (e.g., Direct Install, government partnerships, third-party programs, and ESA programs).</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Guide and encourage government partnerships, 3P programs, and contractors serving the MUSH (municipalities, universities, schools, and hospitals) sectors to adopt prevailing wage, apprenticeship standards, and targeted hire policies, which together can provide meaningful job and training opportunities for disadvantaged workers.</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Implement foundational activities to support the workforce inclusion program.</td>
<td>1. Adopt a specific definition of &quot;disadvantaged worker&quot; based on a combination of residence in a high unemployment zip code and/or meeting specific criteria of disadvantage.</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Collect data on job quality, workforce diversity, and hiring of disadvantaged workers (see Chapter 5. EM&amp;V Recommendations).</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. EVALUATION, MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION

Currently, evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) processes for the IOU EE incentive and other resource programs have considered work quality and job quality issues only to a very limited extent. While reported savings are frequently found to be significantly greater than evaluated savings, prior impact evaluations have not considered the extent to which improper installations and poor maintenance contributes to this gap. Data needed to track the relationship between worker and contractor competency, work quality, and energy savings has not been available. Neither has data been collected to assess the workforce outcomes of IOU EE programs. Our interviews and document review did not identify any EM&V studies that addressed work quality, job quality, or inclusion in a systematic fashion. Resources have not been allocated to identifying indicators of such concepts as work quality, and indicators are necessary for evaluation studies.

This lack of attention has significant implications, particularly as the state’s reliance on EE as an alternative energy resource increases. The lack of EM&V studies addressing the extent to which poor work quality affects energy savings (and program, contractor, and customer costs) inhibits efforts to improve work quality. Likewise, the lack of EM&V studies addressing the impact of WE&T programs on skills acquisition and on the relationship of skills to work quality limits opportunities for improvement in these areas.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND SUCCESS METRICS

The Guidance Plan presents a comprehensive strategy to address workforce issues. Here we summarize key outcome metrics that provide a picture of “what success looks like.”
**Demand Side—Energy Savings**: As a result of our recommendations for requiring workforce standards and other interventions to support work quality, we expect an increase in energy savings due to increases in the proportion of measures properly installed and maintained, and a reduction in the costs to ratepayers, customers, and contractors that result from call backs and related problems. Suggested success metrics are:

- Increase in proportion of projects where EE measures are properly installed, maintained, and operated.
- Reduced number of call backs.
- Increase in customer satisfaction.
- Problems in work quality are quickly identified and rectified.
- IOU savings claims more accurately reflect actual energy savings.
- IOUs are rewarded for actions that ensure work quality.
- Information on WE&T needs are communicated and help set WE&T priorities.

**Supply Side—Energy Savings and Inclusion**: As a result of our recommendations for redesigning the IOU WE&T programs, we expect an increase in the skills acquisition of EE workers leading to increased energy savings as well as growth in the number of qualified EE workers from disadvantaged communities. Suggested success metrics are:

- Increase the EE skills of incumbent workers and entry-level workers in EE sector.
- Curriculum developed that incorporates EE skills into credentialed programs in core institutions (e.g., community college, apprenticeship trainings, four-year engineering and architectural programs).
- Co-funding of training from employers and other sources.
- Additional hours of EE skills-building instruction for both trainers and students.
- Increase in workers employed in EE sector with certifications and degrees.
- New EE skills applied on EE jobs, leading to increased work quality.

**Demand Side—Inclusion**: As a result of our recommendations for the development of a “workforce inclusion program,” we expect both an increase in the number of disadvantaged workers employed and improvements in the quality of the jobs held by disadvantaged workers. Success metrics are:

- Increases in number and proportion of qualified disadvantaged workers in good jobs and rewarding careers in EE sector.
- Improvements in the quality of jobs in the EE sector as defined by wages, benefits, working conditions, and career ladders.
- Greater recognition of opportunities provided through IOU EE programs through annual reporting of participation of disadvantaged workers.

The following are key elements for systematically addressing workforce issues in the EM&V plans for the IOU EE programs.
### Recommendations: Evaluation, Measurement & Verification (EM&V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Recommendations</th>
<th>Specific Recommendations</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Collect job quality and work quality data essential for planning, implementation, and</strong></td>
<td>1. Select indicators of work quality, job quality, and inclusion based on a review of existing indicators and in consultation with labor force experts.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>evaluation of workforce initiatives.</strong></td>
<td>2. Require all contractors and subcontractors that have a direct contracting relationship with the IOU and/or are pre-selected (e.g., Direct Install, Local Government Partnerships, third-party programs, and ESA programs) to report specified jobs and workforce data, via participation in a confidential online jobs reporting system based on certified payroll data.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. For contractors hired by customers, develop, test, and implement workforce data collection methods using “best practice” approaches.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Collect data on indicators of work quality for measures and systems where quality assurance processes or demonstration and pilot projects have identified work quality problems.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Develop “scorecard” reports on key program metrics using data from the online jobs reporting system and other sources and make them available to workforce stakeholders.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Evaluate the costs and benefits of standards.</strong></td>
<td>1. Introduce workforce standards as requirements for EE resource programs, and carefully document and monitor the experience of initial introduction.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Use “quasi-experimental” approaches in conjunction with the introduction of standards system-wide to evaluate the benefits and costs of workforce standards, including standards for advanced lighting systems and HVAC QI/QM.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Reform program planning, approval, and evaluation policies and processes to explicitly address work quality.</strong></td>
<td>1. Support a policy task force (or a subgroup of a larger task force) to develop work papers and assess reported savings in a way that captures the impact of work quality on projections of energy savings.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Monitor <em>ex post</em> program review to address work quality. As work quality is introduced in quality assessments and program evaluations, explicitly include work quality in <em>ex post</em> program review.</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Integrate and address inclusion as part of program reviews.</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. Develop full program theory, program performance metrics, and comprehensive EM&amp;V plans after specific recommendations are incorporated into Program Implementation Plans.</strong></td>
<td>1. Modify evaluation plans for EE resource programs to address indicators of quality of work and job quality, with priority given to those programs where poor work quality has been identified as an issue. Support explicit consideration of indicators of work quality for impact evaluations for the 2013-2014 program cycle.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Review program evaluation plans for all skills-building projects whether implemented by IOU staff or third-party contractors. Ensure that all plans have appropriate data collection systems in place, have early feedback loops for program improvements, and include plans for attributing the results of programs to ratepayers when programs are jointly funded.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Support an evaluation consultant pool and selection process that ensures that the selected consultants have the necessary expertise to evaluate the various workforce initiatives. This recommendation applies to the evaluations administered by the IOUs and by the CPUC Energy Division.</td>
<td>Energy and Inclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CPUC AND OTHERS

Almost all of the recommendations in this Guidance Plan can be implemented by the IOUs under current direction from the CPUC. The IOUs have stated that they are reviewing these recommendations and other internal and external program advice to inform future program planning, and have not yet committed to taking specific action. In addition, the IOUs have each expressed different concerns about specific elements of the Guidance Plan recommendations, making a unified IOU approach to the Plan challenging. Therefore, we recommend that the CPUC issue specific direction to the IOUs on the Guidance Plan. We also suggest that the CPUC should monitor the IOUs’ progress on the implementation of the skills-building program, and consider an alternative administrator if progress is deemed insufficient.

In addition to overall CPUC direction on the implementation of the Guidance Plan, there are a number of areas where additional policy direction is needed.

IDENTIFICATION OF EE SKILLS STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS AND EE TRAINING PRIORITIES

The Guidance Plan identifies a key challenge for the IOUs—and others—in building the workforce needed to achieve EE goals: the lack of robust and recognized skills certifications for EE work across the range of critical EE occupations. This makes it difficult for the IOUs to choose which workforce standards to incorporate into their EE program requirements and to set priorities for training investments. The Guidance Plan suggests actions that the IOUs can take, but this is a structural problem that would best be addressed at the state level for all ratepayer- and publicly-funded EE programs.

We recommend that the California Energy Commission, under AB 758 authority, establish a Statewide EE Workforce Steering Committee that involves the state’s workforce and energy agencies and experts. See Appendix 3H for a full list of proposed steering committee member organizations. The committee should be responsible for:

a. Providing guidance on the appropriate skills standards and certifications for EE work
b. Establishing priorities for training investments in the EE workforce statewide.

INCLUSION

The CPUC has not issued directives to the IOUs on specific objectives to meet the workforce inclusion goals. Although the Guidance Plan workforce inclusion recommendations are unlikely to entail significant costs, we acknowledge that they are unlikely to contribute to energy savings in the short run. We recommend that the CPUC articulate specific objectives, benchmarks, and strategies for workforce inclusion in order to guide IOU resource allocation and to provide a framework for measuring progress. We also recommend that the CPUC, with the IOUs, explore over the longer run the feasibility of incorporating a robust targeted hire program modeled after the successful public sector targeted hire programs that have a strong track record of success in California.

EM&V

The Guidance Plan offers a number of recommendations related to EM&V that implicate the CPUC. Since the CPUC Energy Division and the IOUs share responsibility for EM&V, coordination and collaboration between Energy Division and the IOU EM&V teams will need to be ongoing.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CPUC AND OTHERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>The CPUC should direct the IOUs to implement the recommendations in this Guidance Plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Identification of EE skills standards and certifications, and EE training priorities. | The California Energy Commission, under AB 758 authority, should convene a Statewide EE Workforce Steering Committee that includes the state’s workforce and energy agencies. See Appendix 3H for a full list of proposed steering committee member organizations. The Committee should:    
  a. Provide guidance on the skills standards and certifications for ratepayer and publicly funded EE work.  
  b. Establish priorities for training investments in the EE workforce statewide. |
| Workforce Inclusion               | 1. The CPUC should articulate specific objectives, benchmarks and strategies to guide IOU resource allocation for a workforce inclusion program.  
  2. The CPUC should encourage the Regional Energy Networks to adopt a public sector targeted hire policy for MUSH customers. The CPUC should work with the IOUs to explore the feasibility of replicating this for IOU programs serving MUSH customers. |
| EM&V                              | The CPUC Energy Division should work with the IOU EM&V teams to implement the EM&V plan, since both groups share responsibility for EM&V.                                                                          |
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